FlexShade Panels
FlexShade ﬁxed frame panels provide sunlight ﬁltration at a lower cost
than operable solutions. They are particularly well suited for skylights and
sloped glazing in solariums or odd-shaped openings. (Not suitable for
curved framing).
Use FlexShade Panels to help prevent ultraviolet damage to expensive
textiles and furniture located in direct sunlight. Relieve the discomfort
from solar heat and glare often associated with unprotected glazing.
Although SunScreen® is the standard fabric offered, FlexShade Panels
can utilize almost any of Draper’s mesh fabrics, permanently attached to
lightweight aluminum frames. A wide range of openness factors are
available, ranging from 3% to 23%. (PW4800 is not suitable for
FlexShade Panels.)
Heavy Duty fixed panels utilize an extruded aluminum frame. Frames are
available in dark bronze, white, or mill ﬁnish aluminum.
Panels mount easily on surface or within framing of windows with clips
(See details below). Clips allow removal of FlexShade Panels for routine
maintenance and cleaning.
Available in sizes up to   . Panels exceeding  in length require a
center support member.
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Installation of Exterior FlexShade Panels
FlexShade Panels for exterior usage are easy to install. Install mounting channels first.
Then, slide fixed panel in from lower end. Install keeper track to secure panel in frame. At
maintenance time, simply remove the bottom keeper, and slide out the fixed panel.
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SunScreen® SW1000 by Phifer—For reducing solar heat gain in
the summer and heat loss in the winter. SunScreen may be installed on the
exterior or interior of glass areas. Sw1000 is a woven vinyl–coated fiberglass
screening with an approximate openness factor of %. All seven colors in stock.
Not shown: Sw1050 Gold.
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